
Track Training: using the De-Haardt remotes. 

 

Mini De-Haardt remotes. 

The mini remotes we use are easy to use, quick fire method to slowing karts down and speeding 

karts up. Everyone who is level 4 and above can use these remotes. (Please note: level 4’s in training 

aren’t allowed to use these remotes).  

There are three speeds on the remote labelled speed A, speed B, speed C. 
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Speed A: this is located on the bottom right hand side of the remote. This is the slowest speed. 

“Speed A” should be used when attending a crash after turn 3 under the bridge; this is because it is a 

blind corner and also downhill so the karts can carry a lot of momentum putting the track marshal in 

danger. 

Because some karts run better on “Speed A”, we avoid using this speed during events such as 

Bathurst and Grand Prix to make sure no one has an unfair advantage.  Of course for safety issues 

speed A can be used in events but try to avoid having the karts on it for long, for example half a lap. 

As a track marshal it is important to preventative work, an example of this is anticipating a crash 

before it happens. Being a track marshal you need to be looking out and hearing things that doesn’t 

seem right; this skill is developed over time. When you can tell a crash is going to happen you can 

use speed A to slow them down, it kills their momentum and will stop a crash from happening. This 

will stop you having to go out to attend a crash, stops a driver getting hurt and also keeps our karts 

in good working order. 

“Speed A” needs to be pressed before letting funkarts out of the pits, this is to ensure all the karts 

exit safely out onto the track. It takes about 6 seconds before the electronic governor has enough 

voltage to send the signal to the motor, therefore the button will need to be pressed a few times 

before it receives the signal. 



Speed B: is the main button we use when slow down the karts, this considered “crash speed”. The 

track marshal MUST press this button as soon as a crash has been noticed for the safety of the driver 

and the kart. Speed B is a safe speed for the track marshal to go out onto the track but it is also not 

too slow for the other drivers out on the track so they won’t get frustrated while they wait for the 

crash to be cleared.  

“Speed B” needs to be pressed when letting the prokarts out of the pits, this is to ensure every kart 

exits the pits safely onto the track. It takes about 6 seconds before the electronic governor has 

enough voltage to send the signal to the motor, therefore the button will need to be pressed a few 

times before it receives the signal. 

 

 

Speed C: is full speed on both funkarts and prokarts. Funkarts are governed to not exceed 25km/h 

and prokarts are governed not to exceed 40km/h. it is the track marshal duty to ensure the safety of 

all drivers on the track and also make sure their karts are operating properly. The track has a blind 

spot for the remotes signal which is located on turn 3, after clearing a crash and speeding up the 

karts there is a chance that a kart can be in the blind spot so it won’t receive the signal, to avoid this 

from happening you just need to press “Speed C” a few times when you clear a crash.  

“Speed C” should NOT be used when attending a crash, letting karts out onto the track from the pits 

and when bring karts into the pits after finishing a race. 

Master De-Haardt remote. 

  



The master remote is used by the head track marshal only, this remote can send specific commands 

to all and/or individual karts. When finishing a race, the track marshal should ALWAYS use this 

remote when bringing karts off the track. 

Turning off the karts: To turn off the karts you need to press the on:off/shift followed by the 

STOP button. This will turn off EVERY kart that is running. 

To turn off individual karts first we must enter the kart number. Example:  12 followed by 

on:off/shift and the STOP. This will only turn off kart 12. 

Group shutdown: our fleet of karts are categorised into two groups. Pro Karts being “Group 1” 

and Fun Karts are “Group 2”. The group shutdown setting is a useful tool on busy days, it helps us 

eliminate down time between races.  

Example: we have a funkart race out on the track, the next session is prokarts. The track instructor 

has the prokart group ready, seated and their karts are running. As soon as the last funkart is in the 

pit lane off the track and gives clearance, the track instructor can let out the prokarts before the 

funkarts are switched off. The track marshal can then turn off the funkart fleet without the prokart 

session being affected.  

To do this we must enter the group number in this case would be 2 then enter GRP located near the 

top right of the number pad, followed by on:of f/shift- STOP.  This will turn off every running 

funkart. The same process is used for switching off the prokarts the only difference is pressing 1- 

GRP- on:off-STOP. 

Slowing down and speeding up drivers: Unlike the mini remotes that send their signals 

to every kart this remote can send individual signal to karts during a race/session. If a kart has a new 

driver who is not confident in their driving, we can use the remote to slow the kart down to a 

custom setting rather than going to “Speed A” or “Speed B” speeds.  

 

 

Example: a prokart driver keeps crashing because they are going too fast for them to handle. The 

track marshal has given out some tips to no avail. The track marshal is now going to slow the kart 

down so the driver can get comfortable with the kart and the track. On the master remote we have 4 

speed settings as seen in the picture below. 

  

 



SPD1: speed 1 is set to 1600 rpm. SPD2: speed 2 is set to 2000rpm. 

SPD3: speed 3 is set to 3000rpm. SPD4: speed 4 is set to 4000rpm.  

The track marshal wants to set kart 20’s speed to 2500rpm. To achieve this we first must set the karts 

speed to 3000rpm (SPD3) or 2000rpm (SPD2). In this case we are going to go with SPD2. 

Kart 20 is now set at 2000rpm from here we will speed up the kart in measures of 250rpm to reach 

2500rpm. On the remote we must enter these buttons in this sequence: 20 - on:off/shift – SECT. the 

kart will be set to 2250 rpm. We will need to repeat the sequence in order to reach 2500rpm. 

We can also slow karts down in measures of 250rpm for this example we will use the same situation 

but rather than speeding up the kart from SPD2 we will slow the kart down from SPD3. 

On the remote we enter 20 followed by SPD3. Kart 20 speed will now read 3000rpm, from here we 

enter 20 – on:off/shift – GRP. The kart will now read 2750rpm, repeat the sequence again to reach 

2500rpm 20 – on:off/shift – GRP. 

PLEASE NOTE! 

If the Mini De-Haardt remote is use while a command is given to an individual, the mini remote 

signal will override the command given from the master remote. It’s the head track marshal duty to 

ensure the command is given to the individual after the karts have been sped up. 

Bringing karts off the track: before the track marshal brings the karts off the track, they first 

must make sure the pit are clear of any hazards such as drivers or karts in the way, they then get 

confirmation from the track instructor. 

When bringing karts off the track, the track marshal opens the pit lane and will slow the karts down 

NO LATER THAN TURN 6 down to speed 1. As the karts enter turn 7 through to turn 9 their 

momentum would have significantly been reduced so they can safely enter the pits. Once the last 

kart has entered the pit lane the track marshal then will close off the pit lane. The track marshal will 

request a print out of the driver’s times and will ask for the timer to be reset for the next session. 

If a group is waiting to go out the track marshal will let the track instructor know the pits are clear 

and can let them out. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


